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Last summer someone wrote “Black Lives Matter organizers hold the same values of America’s age-old enemies, who
have always fought the ideals of our Constitution and our nation. That they have now taken on as their costume a false
concern for Black America only adds to their depravity…” They also said the spate of recent cop killings is “guerilla
urban warfare.”
Were these the words of an angry, White, unwashed Trump supporter?
You know, the types the mainstream media had such sport with in the
last election? Well, not quite – the writer here is Milwaukee County,
Wisconsin Sheriff David Clarke writing in The Hill, a Washington, DC
news outlet that covers Congress and the federal bureaucracy. Sheriff
Clarke is an American patriot, not a race-obsessed race hustler. He
doesn’t fit the PC narrative for Black leaders in America. As one wag
put it, he “strayed from the liberal plantation.”
http://thehill.com/blogs/pundits-blog/civil-rights/sheriff-david%20
clarke-black-lives-matter-baton-rouge-civil-war
Clarke said “Americans watching the news of the murders of police
officers in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, are observing a civil war unfold
within our borders. A war between rule of law and anarchy-seeking
hate.”
“It’s time to come to the aid of our police, our front-line soldiers, by
calling this war, and not terrorism. Avoiding the truth through
wordsmithing — the false narrative of the lone-wolf — is
contemptible as more innocent officers perish while our politicians hem and haw. We as a people need to declare that
we stand with rule of law, and not with the false tales of the revolutionary Marxist forces, who most recently have
rebranded themselves from Occupy Wall Street to Black Lives Matter.”
Sheriff Clarke really called them out, accusing BLM of seeking revolution by targeting the rule of law — a dangerous
game indeed.
These police shootings remind me of those instigated by
Communist agitators in the bloody Algerian War (1954-1962).
They started with seemingly random attacks, usually drive-by
shootings of unsuspecting cops. The purpose was to terrorize,
cause the police to over-react, and stir up more even more
hatred. The spate of attacks on cops in the U.S., which could be
in the early stages of coordination -- stoke anger and hatred.
When combined with the unrelenting media attacks on Trump
and leftist mobs rioting in the streets, we could be seeing the
early warning signs of political instability.
Sheriff Clarke is to be commended for standing up and speaking truth to power about BLM. But wait, he wrote this back
in July. Why raise the issue now?
Because 1) the police killings and continue; and 2) it has just now been publicly revealed that “The W.K. Kellogg
Foundation, which maintains strong financial ties to the Kellogg Company, has provided at least $930,000 in support of
the controversial work of the Black Lives Matter organization.” This a leading headline at Breitbart.com on December 1,
2016.
The article continues:
“According to the Foundation’s website, the purpose of the
$900,000 grant was to:
“Enhance local and place-specific interventions to address
issues impacting the lives of Black community members,
families and children by building the infrastructure and
capacity of the national #BlackLivesMatter to support and
strengthen their local chapters’ organizing capacity.
“On June 1, 2015, the W.K. Kellogg Foundation provided
$30,000 to the Praxis Project, Inc. to support, according to
the charity’s website, “the inaugural BlackLivesMatter
Chapter Retreat.”
$930K is a lot of money. Guess that is what inspired some average citizens out there to circulate a petition via
#DumpKelloggs.
Why does a foundation closely tied to a
Fortune 500 company support this stuff?
That is the subject of another column. But
think it the next time you go to the grocery
store. Do you really want to support BLM -Pringles, Pop-Tarts, Eggos, and other
breakfast goodies?
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